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From the President
On behalf of the officers of USA Youth Education in
Shooting Sports, welcome to the USAYESS Regional
Junior Clay Target Championships. I am honored to be
a part of your program. USAYESS is the nation’s only
all-inclusive youth shotgun sports program.
We extend a huge thank you to the facility directors for
allowing us to host this event at their facilities. We also
thank our athlete’s parents, coaches, staff, and
volunteers that work tirelessly to make all these events come together. We also
thank all of our sponsors and donors for their continued support and
generosity.
We are very proud of the athletes participating in competitive shooting sports
as they are some of the finest youth in the country, and we look forward to
seeing some of the greatest talents in the country.
Should you need anything or have any questions, please feel free to ask. Our
volunteers and I are here for you.
Good luck to all, be safe, and have fun!
Brian Beard
President
USA Youth Education in Shooting Sports
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Event Officers
USAYESS Officers
Brian Beard .................................... President

USAYESS Western Region State Advisors
Alaska...................................... Niel & Lindy Moss

Tim Sellin ............... Executive Vice President

Arizona ...........................Mark & Kellene Hendrix

Ellie Sellin............... Executive Vice President

California ............................................Butch Hern

Talia Darby............................ Board Member

Idaho ............................................... Ed Van Etten

Regina Bischoff ..................... Board Member

Montanna ....................................Walter Quigley

Scott Ackley ........... State Advisory Chairman

New Mexico ............................... Crystal Drennan
Nevada ............................................. Scott Ackley

USAYESS Western Regional Director
Larry Snow

Oregon ........................................... Jenny Merrell
Utah .................................................. Mike Stuart
Washington................................... Bob Thornton
Wyoming....................................................... TBD

Target Setting Committee
Larry Snow, Trent Van Dam, Mike Stuart, Staff
Trophy Committee
Brian Beard, Ellie Sellin
Scoring and Back of House Management
CR Snow, Kyson Muhlestein
Official Judge / Line Judge / Referee
Larry Snow, Trent Van Dam, Mike Rogers
Field Manager
Linda Hand, Jason Lenhart
Shoot Off Committee
Larry Snow, Trent Van Dam, Mike Rogers
Photographer
Tom McOmie, Michelle Malcom
Clay Cart Management & Shell Order Distribution
UTYESS Youth Committee
For Clark County Shooting Complex
Steve Carmichael, Doug Miles, Jason Lenhart, Betty-Jane Kuhlendahl, Linda Hand, Staff
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Directions to the Clark County
Shooting Complex
11357 N. Decatur Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89131, (702) 455-2007
FROM DOWNTOWN LAS VEGAS
The Clark County Shooting Complex is located approximately 15 miles NW of
downtown Las Vegas. From the downtown area, take I-15 north eight miles to
the County 215 Beltway. Go west on the Beltway eight miles until you come to
Decatur Blvd. Turn north on Decatur and follow to the end (about four miles). It
will bring you right to the facility.
FROM AIRPORT (Harry Reid International)
Leaving airport or Car Rental Center, get on 215 (Bruce Woodbury Beltway) and
travel west to I-15 North. Exit onto I-15 North and continue eight miles past
downtown and you will come to the Northern loop of the 215 Beltway. Go west
on the 215 Beltway another eight miles until you come to Decatur Blvd. Turn
north on Decatur and follow four miles to the facility.
FROM UTAH OR NORTHERN NEVADA (Ely, Elko are Rt. 93) (Interstate
15 heading south)
Heading south on I-15, take the 215 West Beltway, (Exit 52) (RH lane exit). This
will be after you pass Las Vegas Motor Speedway. Continue on 215 west until
you come to Decatur Blvd. Take a right at Decatur Blvd. Exit (will be heading
north). Decatur runs right into the facility at the foot of the mountain and
follow directional signs. Once at the facility follow signs to the shotgun venue.
FROM CALIFORNIA (Interstate 15 heading north)
Coming into Las Vegas on I-15, continue past downtown another eight miles
until you come to the 215 Beltway West. Go west on the Beltway eight miles
until you come to Decatur Blvd. Turn north on Decatur and follow to the end
(about four miles). It will bring you right to the facility.
FROM ARIZONA
Coming from Kingman stay on 95, or coming from Laughlin area, take 95
towards Las Vegas. Once you hit 95, it turns into 515/95 and continues toward
and through downtown Las Vegas. Once you are in the downtown area, take I7

15 North (Salt Lake City) and continue north on I-15 eight miles until you see
the sign that says 215 West (only way it goes). Go west on the 215 Beltway
eight miles until you come to Decatur Blvd. Turn north on Decatur and follow
to the end (about four miles). It will bring you right to the facility.
FROM RENO (Tonopah, Fallon area)
Coming into Las Vegas on 95, exit Durango, turn right. Follow Durango to 215.
Turn left (East) on 215 to Decatur Blvd. Then left (North) on Decatur four miles
to Clark County Shooting Complex.

Lodging Information
For onsite RV information, see RV Parking & Camping
Information on page 25.
ALIANTE HOTEL
702-692-7777 for
reservations
INQUIRE ABOUT
HOTEL’S GUN POLICY

FAIRFIELD INN by
MARRIOTT
NORTHWEST
702-466-1021
5701 Sky Point Dr. Las
Vegas NV 89130
Non-Gaming, NonSmoking
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SANTA FE HOTEL &
CASINO
Call 866-767-7771
PROPERLY CASED
GUNS ALLOWED ON
PROPERTY
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Squadding
All athletes must be pre-squadded by their coach before the shoot. See your
coach for squadding information.
Squadding will open to coaches
Saturday, January 1, 2022
Squadding will close
Saturday, March 12, 2022

Ammunition
Ammunition provided by Federal is available by pre-order and pre-payment
only. Ammunition orders will be limited to competition targets. 12 gauge and
20 gauge is available. Ammunition will be Federal Top Gun or Remington Gun
Club. Special requests for product, load, and shot size cannot be
accommodated.
Ammunition orders may be placed only after your coach has registered and
paid your entry for the event, at http://ammo.usayess.org. If a registration is
not found to match your order, your order will be automatically canceled.
Once your registration and your order is verified, you will receive an invoice to
pay for your ammunition. All ammunition invoice payments are due within ten
days. Past due invoices will result in your ammunition order being canceled.
All ammunition orders will be picked up at Clark County Shooting Complex
during check-in on Thursday or Friday. All ammunition must be picked up by
close of business Friday, March 25. Unclaimed ammunition after closing on
Friday, March 25 will result in your order being canceled and released.

Gun Storage and Valet
Clark County Shooting Complex will offer a gun valet program. $20 for two
valet tickets – 1 ticket required per case valeting, regardless of the number of
guns in the case. We strongly recommend hard cases.
Wednesday: 5:00pm to 10:00pm
Thursday: 8:00am to 10:00pm
Friday – Sunday: 7:30am – 5:00pm
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Thursday, March 24, 2022
Check-in and Practice is open.

Friday, March 25, 2022
USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target International Skeet
Championships (50 Targets)
USAYESS Member ........................................................ $30.00
Non-Member ................................................................ $45.00
Ammunition for this event ............................................ $15.00
(See pages 9 and 10 for details on ordering ammo)

USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target 5-Stand
Championships (50 Targets)
USAYESS Member ........................................................ $35.00
Non-Member ................................................................ $45.00
Ammunition for this event ............................................ $15.00
(See pages 9 and 10 for details on ordering ammo)

USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target Sporting Clays
Championships (100 Targets)
Sporting Clays may be shot either Friday or Saturday
USAYESS Member ........................................................ $85.00
Non-Member ................................................................ $100.00
Ammunition for this event ............................................ $30.00
(See pages 9 and 10 for details on ordering ammo)

NOTICE: All award ceremonies are required. If winning a trophy,
you must be present at the award ceremony to claim your award.
Athlete forfeits their trophy if they are not present at the award
ceremony. Coaches will not be accepting trophies on your behalf.
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Saturday, March 26, 2022
USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target American Skeet
Championships (100 Targets)
USAYESS Member ........................................................ $50.00
Non-Member ................................................................ $60.00
Ammunition for this event ............................................ $30.00
(See pages 9 and 10 for details on ordering ammo)

USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target Sporting Clays
Championships (100 Targets)
Sporting Clays may be shot either Friday or Saturday
USAYESS Member ........................................................ $85.00
Non-Member ................................................................ $100.00
Ammunition for this event ............................................ $30.00
(See pages 9 and 10 for details on ordering ammo)

Sunday, March 27, 2022
USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target American Trap
Championships (100 Targets)
USAYESS Member ........................................................ $50.00
Non-Member ................................................................ $60.00
Ammunition for this event ............................................ $30.00
(See pages 9 and 10 for details on ordering ammo)
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Trophies List
No participant may win more than one trophy per event.
International Skeet and 5-Stand are individual awards only and are not included
in the HAA awards.
USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target International Skeet
Championships
Collegiate Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
Senior Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
JV Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
Intermediate Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
Novice Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze

USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target 5-Stand
Championships
Collegiate Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
Senior Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
JV Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
Intermediate Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
Novice Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze

USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target American Skeet
Championships
Collegiate:
Collegiate Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Collegiate Individual Men and Ladies:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

Intermediate:
Intermediate Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Intermediate Individual Men and Ladies:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

Senior:
Senior Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Senior Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Novice:
Novice Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Novice Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Junior Varsity:
JV Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
JV Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Mixed Squad:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.
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USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target Sporting Clays
Championships
Collegiate:
Collegiate Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Collegiate Individual Men and Ladies:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

Intermediate:
Intermediate Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Intermediate Individual Men and Ladies:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

Senior:
Senior Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Senior Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Novice:
Novice Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Novice Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Junior Varsity:
JV Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
JV Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Mixed Squad:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target American Trap
Championships
Collegiate:
Collegiate Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Collegiate Individual Men and Ladies:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

Intermediate:
Intermediate Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Intermediate Individual Men and Ladies:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

Senior:
Senior Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Senior Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Novice:
Novice Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
Novice Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Junior Varsity:
JV Squad; Gold, Silver, Bronze.
JV Individual Men and Ladies: Gold,
Silver, Bronze.

Mixed Squad:
Gold, Silver, Bronze.

USAYESS Western Regional Junior Clay Target Championships
HAA Team - Gold, Silver, Bronze
HAA Individual Men and Ladies - Gold, Silver, Bronze
Novice Men and Ladies Individual: Gold, Silver, Bronze
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Clay Delay Challenge
As a result of USAYESS’s partnership with Clay Delay, USAYESS is able to offer a
hugely successful and exciting event at all its regional and national
tournaments. Fiocchi will graciously sponsor the ammunition for this event.
White Flyer is donating the targets.
Objective
To showcase, help financially, and encourage athletes not yet at the top of
their game.
Model
Immediately after each American event (Skeet, Trap & Sporting), a random
number will be picked below 85 (including 85). We will go down until we get 21
athletes. Should the 21 athletes be tied with others, all tied athletes will be
accepted into the event, so there may be more than 21 participants. These 21
or more shooters will compete to earn one of 21 spots in the final Clay Delay.
They will shoot trap singles from the 16yard line, miss and out. Those who
break their target, slide over to post two and move back two yards. They
continue until seven athletes are left. These final seven will compete in the
finals on Sunday.
The top three finalists will receive the following in cash.*
• Champion: $300
• Second Place: $200
• Third Place: $100
The funds will be awarded in the team’s name and given to the head coach to
be earmarked for the winning athletes. No awards will be awarded directly to
the athlete. The athlete may request to use the funds for any expenses that are
shooting-related. Funds must be used within one (1) year from the date the
check was issued.
If an athlete made the top seven in multiple events the athlete gets up to two
mulligans in the final Clay Delay Challenge on Sunday.
Please go to the Clay Delay, White Flyer and Federal Facebook pages and
thank them for their generosity. Even post a photo is you have one. A little
‘Thank You’ goes a long way in ensuring that Clay Delay and other sponsors
continue supporting this event.
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Additional Information
Eligibility
Any teams or individuals belonging to any youth organization which has a competitive
shooting program in the following states: AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT,
WA, & WY. Other states may participate as well if they desire. No USAYESS membership
is required…just come and compete. Athletes may compete in one or more events of
their choice. To qualify for High All-Around awards athletes must compete in all three
American games; American Skeet, American Trap and Sporting Clays. Olympic games
and 5-Stand are individual games. All coaches and athletes need to be familiar with the
USAYESS handbook policies especially the dress code, uniform policies, and game rules.
Non-Member fees may apply.
Collegiate Athletes Eligibility
To compete in USAYESS Regional and National Championships, a collegiate athlete must
be affiliated with a USAYESS team. Those athletes not affiliated with a USAYESS team
are invited to participate in ACUI Clay Targets Programs sanctioned events.
All collegiate athletes must meet eligibility criteria as set by ACUI Clay Targets Program.
All undergraduate participants must have a cumulative GPA of 2.0 as of the academic
term in which they qualified for the program; for graduate students, 3.0 cumulative
GPA.
All participants must be enrolled as of the academic term in which they qualified for the
program for at least nine degree-seeking credit hours (six credits for graduate students).
All undergraduate and graduate student participants must be enrolled as a student in
good conduct standing at the institution they represent, as determined by the
institution in which they are currently enrolled.
Schedule
We will do everything we can to end each day as early as possible in order for families to
enjoy the many off-site entertainment and historical sites which this location offers. All
rotations are intended to finish at 5:30 p.m. So please don’t dilly dally between rounds
especially in American Skeet which we allow 1.5 hrs. Anything over this and your team
may be moved to a different field or required to forfeit the remainder of their event.
Safety Rules
Eye and ear protection are required. Headphones and/or earbuds are not considered
ear protection. Should ear protection have headphones embedded in them, they must
be unplugged and the cord hanging outside the clothing. Eye protection must be safetyrated. No release triggers. No toe pads or resting muzzle on foot.
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No hands resting on the muzzle. Semi-autos pointed must be facing forward and
upward. Break-opens broke open and pointed forward.
This facility DOES NOT only allow hat shooting. Also, NO ALCOHOL consumption on the
property while any shooting is going on…practice, or competition. REGARDLESS OF
WHICH HOTEL, RESTAURANT, THEATER, ATTRACTION, OR GAS STATION YOU VISIT, DO
NOT LEAVE ANY VALUABLES UNATTENDED IN VEHICLES ANYWHERE IN THE AREA. Not
even for a split second. See clubhouse staff or Elite Shotguns staff for firearm storage
(highly recommended).
Coaches
If you have more than one squad, please ensure that you assign a volunteer to ensure all
shooters are present and at their field at least 15 minutes ahead of the scheduled time.
NO COACHES ON THE FIELD OF PLAY ONCE COMPETITION STARTS. USAYESS allows a
coach on the field for Novice athletes for safety; still, no coaching. Coaches are
responsible for being familiar with safety and game rules. Athletes are responsible to
ensure scores are marked correctly after each round as well as signing their final score.
Once the score sheet leaves the field, the scores stand as written. It is the coach’s
responsibility to teach and ensure their athletes complete their rounds in a timely
manner. USAYESS reserves the right to move squads to another field if scheduling is
being affected by any squad.
Athletes
Athletes are responsible for knowing the rules of the games, dress code, and the time
allotted for each game they are competing in. Each athlete is responsible to ensure
scores are marked correctly after each round, as well as signing their final score. Once
the score sheet leaves the field, the scores stand as written. Do not rely on what you
hear or what a teammate says, athletes are to verify their own scores.
Bring extra ammo on the field. Adhere to the time schedule. You are responsible for
picking up your own shells and debris after you are finished shooting. Keep the facility
clean & debris-free. Only athletes may challenge a call or file a complaint.
Course of Fire
Sporting Clays, American Skeet Singles, and American Trap Singles: 100 Targets each.
International Skeet & 5-Stand: 50 Targets each.
Categories
Novice (6th grade and under)
Intermediate (7th and 8th grades)
Jr Varsity (9th grade and first-year high school competitors)
Senior (10th - 12th grades)
Collegiate (Meeting ACUI Eligibility Requirements)
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Squadding and Cashiering
The only method of registration is online at www.usayess.org/events or
www.iClays.com. If going directly to iClays, click on Upcoming Tournaments, and set the
drop-down filter to USAYESS.
The coach or team leader can request shooters to be squadded together in Trap, Skeet,
5-Stand & Sporting Clays. A legal squad is five shooters from the same team and in the
same division. Shoot management will place individual athletes on mixed squads.
International events are individual events.
All athletes bumped up to a higher division, will remain in the bumped-up division in all
of the tournament’s events; individual, and squad.
If a team is not able to attend the event yet one of the team’s athletes would like to
compete, they may. Individuals qualify for all individual awards, including the HAA
awards.
Pre-Squadding will be open beginning January 1, 2022. Cashiering for Targets and
Trophies will be online only via iClays beginning January 1, 2022.
To register, please go to; www.usayess.org and select the ‘EVENTS’ choose the event
you would like to compete in, and click on ‘register here’.
Registration closes on March 12th, 2022.
Ammunition
Ammo will be available on a pre-sale/pre-pay basis. No ammunition will be available to
purchase at the facility.
Note: Ammunition offered is Federal Top Gun or Remington Gun Club shotgun
ammunition and is available in 12 gauge and 20 gauge. Shell product, load, and shot size
are limited to availability, special requests cannot be considered. For those that would
prefer something else, they are welcome to ship their own shells directly to the
Shooting Complex and we’ll hold them for pick up when they arrive. 11357 N. Decatur
Blvd address and “Attention” the recipient’s name.
1-ounce loads are acceptable for use at all USAYESS state, regional, and national
International tournaments.
Just for information’s sake: In Registered International tournaments, athletes are
required to use only 24gram (7/8) ounce ammunition which has a maximum speed up to
1350 fps. This ammunition can be difficult to find, so plan ahead if you plan on using
24gram loads.
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Cancellations/Refunds
USAYESS registration cancellations will be refunded up to ten (10) days before the
event. Any cancellations after the ten-day deadline will not be refunded.
*** NO REFUNDS ON REGISTRATION FEES AFTER MARCH 12TH 2022 ***
Ammunition cancellations will be refunded up to the day of the event.
Scoring
Scoring will be live through iClays online at www.iclays.com.
RV Parking & Camping Information
Overnight camping is permitted at the Clark County Shooting Complex by advanced
reservation only. Each space has full hook-ups including sewer.
NO wastewater of any kind will be permitted to drain on the ground. Please contain
your wastewater in holding tanks and dispose of it properly.
RV spaces must be reserved through Clark County Shooting Complex for reservations or
If assistance is needed with this contact Betty-Jane Wed-Sat, 8 am-4 pm at 702-4552002 at Bettyjan@ClarkCountyNV.org.
Sites not reserved will be released to the public February 24, 2022.
Practice
Please see the cashier for office hours, ammo, practice fees, and tokens/cards.
Practice will be available for all venues on Thursday from 8 am to 2 pm.
Practice will not be available for any venue on the day that venue is to be shot as
competition.
No iSkeet/5-Stand/Sporting practice/warm-up on Friday.
No Skeet/5-Stand/Sporting practice/warm-up on Saturday.
No Trap practice/warm-up on Sunday.
Clay Carts
A limited number of golf carts are available and will be handled through USAYESS on a
first-come-first-served basis. We highly recommend calling in advance and reserving golf
carts. The cost is $30 for 3 hours or $60/daily. These are gas-powered and seat 4
shooters each. To reserve, visit http://carts.usayess.org.
All golf cart rentals are subject to USAYESS rules around golf carts as found in the
Guidebook. Everyone renting a golf cart must be familiar with USAYESS and Clark County
Shooting Complex rules. All cart rules are strictly enforced.
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Firearm Storage and Valet
The Clark County Shooting Complex Shotgun Center will offer a gun valet program.
$20 for two valet tickets – 1 ticket required per case valeting, regardless of the number
of guns in the case.
We strongly recommend hard cases.
Guns will be stored at the Shotgun Center and must be valeted or retrieved between
7:30 am and 5 pm each day on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Guns may be retrieved or valeted on Thursday between 8 am and 10 pm.
Guns may be valeted on Wednesday between 5 pm and 10 pm only.
Participants needing to valet before Wednesday, or retrieve their guns after Sunday,
must make special arrangements with CCSC management directly.
Shoot-Offs
Shoot-off procedures at all USAYESS regional, and national championships shall follow
the same procedures as stated in the USAYESS Guidebook. In the event of severe
weather or other catastrophic events, the shoot-off rules may be amended by the
tournament committee. Only 1-3 place ties are shot off. All other ties are broken first by
long run (front to back), then if still tied, back to front. To save time shoot management
may elect to shoot off two or more gender and divisions at the same time, but still score
separately. Should a competing party in the tie be a no-show after the 15 minutes call,
the no-show will automatically be a forfeit.
INDIVIDUAL SHOOT-OFFS
American Skeet - American Skeet shoot-offs are skeet doubles from stations 3, 4, 5 miss
and out. The shooting order is stations 3, 4, 5, 4, 3 moving from station 5 back to station
4 is low house first then the high house. Shooting order will be determined by the draw
of lots or a flip of a coin.
International Skeet - International Skeet will consist of one pair from station 3 (h-l) two pair from station 4 (h-l) and (l-h) and one pair from station-5 (l-h). The shooter with
the most broken targets will be declared the winner. If still tied, repeat the sequence
until a winner is declared.
Sporting Clay and 5-Stand – Sporting Clay shoot-offs may be shot on a 5-Stand field. In
both Sporting Clays and Five Stand shoot-offs shoot management will select four (4)
true pair to be shot from one (1) station. The true pair used in the shoot-off must not
have been used in the preliminary rounds. Shooting order will be determined by draw of
lot or flip of coin. Each shooter will shoot the same four (4) pairs from the same station,
one athlete at a time. After all shooters have shot the greatest number of broken
targets will be declared the winner. If there is still a tie, the procedure will be repeated,
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rotating the first shooter with four (4) pairs from the next station; the greatest number
of broken targets will be declared the winner. If there is still a tie move to the next
station until a winner is declared.
American Trap - American Shoot-offs. The first round of the shoot-off will be from the
22-yard line, two targets from each post, most targets broken wins. Shooting order will
be determined by the draw of lots or a flip of a coin. If there is still a tie, the next round
will be two (2) targets from each post, from the 27-yard line, most targets broken wins.
If there is still a tie, repeat from the 27yard line until a winner is declared. Shoot-offs
with two athletes will be shot from post 2 & 4, with three 36 athletes shoot-offs will be
shot from post 3, 4 & 5, with four athletes, shoot-offs will be shot from posts 2, 3, 4 &5.
International Events-International Events shoot-offs will consist of one target from each
post, miss and out.
International Trap - International Trap shoot-offs will consist of two targets from each
post (one shot per target). The athlete with the most broken targets will be declared the
winner. If still tied, repeat the sequence until a winner is declared.
SQUAD SHOOT-OFFS
All squad members are required to report for the shoot-off. Failure to have all members
present when the shoot-off is ready to begin will result in a forfeit. In the event multiple
squads are missing members when the shoot-off is ready to begin, the squad with the
most members present will be declared the winners. If both squads have the same
number of missing members the shoot-off will commence and missing members will not
be allowed to join the shoot-off once the first shooter of the shoot-off is called to the
line.
American Skeet - American Skeet shoot-off rules are skeet doubles from stations 3,4,5.
Shooting Squad with the most broken targets will be determined the winner. Squad
shooting order will be determined by a draw of lots or a flip of a coin. The shooting
order of the squad members may be determined by the team or the coach. All shooters
from all teams will shoot stations 3, 4, and 5 doubles. One squad at a time. Should there
be a tie, repeat the sequence until a winner is declared.
Sporting Clay and Super Sporting – S Porting shoot-offs may be shot on a 5-Stand field.
In both Sporting and Super Sporting shoot-offs shoot management will select one (1)
true pair from one (1) station. The true pair used in the shoot-off must not have been
used in the preliminary rounds. Squad shooting order will be determined by draw of lot
or flip of a coin. The shooting order of the squad members may be determined by the
squad or the coach. All shooters from all squads will shoot one (1) true pair from the
same one (1) station. After all shooters have shot, the squad with the greatest number
of broken targets will be declared the winner. If there is still a tie move to the next
station until a winner is declared.
American Trap - American Trap Shoot-Offs: Each squad will shoot two (2) targets from
each post from the 22yard line, one shot per target. Most broken targets will be
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declared the winner. Shooting order will be determined by the draw of lots or a flip of a
coin. If there is still a tie repeat sequence until a winner is declared.
TEAM HAA SHOOT-OFFS
The top five shooters that shot are those who will participate in the shoot-off regardless
of age or gender. These five shooters will be the team HAA squad. The top five HAA
team members are required to report for the shoot-off. Failure to have all five members
present when the shoot-off is ready to begin will result in a forfeit. In the event multiple
teams are missing squad members when the shoot-off is ready to begin, the team with
the most squad members present will be declared the winners. If both teams have the
same number of missing squad members the shoot-off will commence and missing
squad members will not be allowed to join the shoot-off once the first shooter of the
shoot-off is called to the.
American Skeet - American Skeet doubles from stations 3, 4, 5. Team shooting order
will be determined by the draw of lots or a flip of a coin. The shooting order of the team
members may be determined by the team or the coach. All shooters from all teams will
shoot doubles at stations 3, 4, 5, and score noted. Shooting order will be determined by
the draw of lots or a flip of a coin.
Sporting Clays and Super Sporting - Sporting shoot-offs may be shot on a 5 -stand field.
In both Sporting games, shoot-offs shoot management will select four (4) true pairs
from two different stations. The true pair used in the shoot-off must not have been used
in the preliminary rounds or other shoot-offs. Team shooting order will be determined
by the draw of a lot or flip of a coin. The shooting order of the team members may be
determined by the team or the coach. All shooters from all teams will shoot four (4) true
pairs each of the same one (1) station. Where there is a 5-Stand, 5-Stand may be used
for the shoot-off in both Sporting Clays and Super Sporting. Scores to be noted.
American Trap - The first round of the shoot-off will be one target from each post (one
shot) from the 27-yard line. Team shooting order will be determined by the draw of a lot
or the flip of a coin. The shooting order of the team members may be determined by the
team or the coach. Take note of score and total all previous scores from Skeet, Sporting,
and 5-Stand. The team with the most targets broken will be declared the winner. If after
totaling all broken targets from all three or four shoot-offs, the teams are still tied,
teams will select one athlete to represent the team and repeat the sequence until a
winner is declared.

Notice
All award ceremonies are required. If winning a trophy, you must be present at
the award ceremony to claim your award. Athlete forfeits their trophy if they
are not present at the award ceremony. Coaches will not be accepting trophies
on your behalf.
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Responsibility
By entering the competition, every person agrees to accept all official decisions and to
abide by USAYESS rules.
Be ready to shoot. Squads will not wait for tardy members. If you miss your squad,
report to the office and be re-squadded on a later squad. If no squad is available, a
shooter forfeits all entry money.
No shooter will be allowed to make up more than 50 targets on the practice traps if he/
she has missed the squad. If you are unable to join your squad before they have started
their second trap, you must be re-squadded. All make-ups for missed squads or gun
repairs report to the practice trap area within 15 minutes of when the last squad takes
the line for that event.
In case of a gun breakdown, a shooter will be allowed five (5) minutes for repair or
replacement.
Please check your score before leaving each post. The squad captain (#1 shooter) will
total the score after each sub-event and initial the score sheet before leaving the trap.
Errors made in totaling shall be corrected whenever discovered. All changes will be
made in strict accordance with USAYESS rules.
Athlete bibs with each shooter's participant number will be distributed to the coaches.
Each athlete must have their bib with shooter number visible at all times while shooting.

View your scores in real-time
online!
@
WWW.USAYESS.ORG/SCORES
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Other Rules and Things to
Remember
USAYESS Officials and Executive Committee will make all program interpretations.
The State, Regional, and National Championships are to be a true test of the skills our
youth have developed this season. However, because USAYESS is an organization that
emphasizes teamwork, only a shooter’s fellow squad members may challenge a call by a
scorekeeper. The shoot director’s decision on a dead or lost bird will be final. The
management shall appoint a judge or judges to be called upon as the occasion arises.
The scorer must call upon a judge to settle any controversy regarding a score or when
the scorer has made an error by being ahead or behind in scoring.
Coaches, guests, and athletes not on that squad may not dispute calls or enter into
discussions with shoot officials. On-field or on-station coaching will NOT be allowed! All
coaches, volunteers, and guests must remain behind the Trap or Skeet field or at least
10 feet away from a Sporting Clays walkthrough station. Coaching on the station,
entering into a dispute with an official, or disrupting the flow of competition may result
in loss of points or disqualification for the athlete and the non-squad member (coach,
guest or athlete) removed from the competition field.
We want to remind you all to check the following list before checking in for the day’s
competition:
• Sufficient ammo for all competitors as well as shell bags, belts or shooting vests.
• Properly cleaned and properly functioning guns. On the third gun malfunction, the
athlete will need to step off the course to allow the remaining squad members to
compete without distraction. “Safety On,” firing from the wrong barrel or using ammo
that will not cycle in your shotgun, is a LOST bird. Use a gun that functions well and
ammo that cycles in your gun! If ammo is provided for an event that will not cycle in an
athlete’s gun, the athlete is responsible for obtaining ammo that will cycle.
• Shell catchers must be used on semi-auto shotguns. This is to prevent stay shells from
hitting adjacent shooters.
• SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR ALL COMPETITORS, COACHES, VOLUNTEERS, AND
OBSERVERS! This will be strictly enforced – NO ONE will be allowed at the shooting
fields or on the walkthrough course without eye and ear protection! This includes
infants and toddlers. Anyone found without proper safety equipment will be asked to
leave the field.
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• Squads should check their flight times and be on-deck 10 minutes before Flight. They
should be on the shooting grounds 15 minutes prior to Flight Time. If your squad or
athlete is not on the field ready to shoot their round within a reasonable amount of
time, they may be disqualified or at the very least, rescheduled, time permitting.
• Scoresheets will be the responsibility of the squad leader! No other person may take
the scoresheet or be in possession of the score sheet at any time other than the Shoot
Administrator, official Scoring Volunteer, Referee, or a Trapper. Squad will leave the
scoresheet at the final trap field. Scoresheets will be picked up at each field by the score
chaser.
Registered Coaches may be recruited to assist as referees. USAYESS will provide all
Trappers and Scorers; however, coaches may be asked to act as trappers. Every team
should provide at least two qualified, registered volunteers to referee during Regionals.
USAYESS Dress Code Regulations will be STRICTLY ENFORCED!
The target setting committee shall set targets each morning or during event changes
based on predicted weather conditions and in accordance with USAYESS rules. Once
targets have been set, only the line judge has the authority to change them. Target
speed will be set by a radar gun and will be maintained uniformly on all traps. Changes
will be made only if targets have become illegal or vary from the original setting.
The USAYESS State, Regional and National Junior Clay Target Championships are
USAYESS sanctioned events. Any competitor must be a registered, active member of
USAYESS, SCTP, 4H, AIM, High School Rodeo, BSA, or other established, nationallyrecognized organization shooting team and must have current proof of membership and
insurance. All competitors must meet the minimum practice requirements of five
practices with their team before competing at USAYESS Championships. USAYESS
reserves the right to limit registrations. Priority for registration will go to USAYESS
member teams.
Awards are provided by USAYESS.
Coaches must ensure that they have in their possession the original medical consent
forms for every athlete, as well as travel consent forms for those teams traveling to
State without a parent.
Athletes must compete in their division but may be squadded with other divisions and
other teams if necessary, during competition. All rules for USAYESS Championships will
apply unless otherwise noted in this document.
Check-In will be held each day before Opening Ceremonies. Check-in will be with the
team coaching staff, so most athletes will check in with their coaching staff for
competition.
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SUBJECT TO CHANGE: Please keep in mind that the tournament schedules, squadding,
awards structure, fees, and this program are subject to change. Although we make
every attempt to maintain the published schedule, target malfunctions, weather and
other situations may arise to necessitate program changes. It is the responsibility of
competitors and coaches to check the program, flights and squads daily. Updated
information will be posted at the range, and we will make every effort to post changes
on Facebook as well. USAYESS is not responsible for missed flights, airline change fees,
missed squads, stolen equipment, lost ammo, etc. Please keep this in mind when
making your travel arrangements, schedules and while at the events.
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